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NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION
Washington, D.C, 20456

December i, 1986

General Counsel

Harrison W. Fox, Jr. Ph.D.
Credit Union Mortgage Corporation
P.O. Box 20946
St. Petersburg, FL 33742

Dear Dr. Fox:

This is in response to your letter concerning Federal credit
union (FCU) and credit union service organization (CUSO)
participation in collateral mortagage obligations (CMO’s). We
apologize for our delay in responding.

You presented two questions in your letter.
our responses thereto follow:

Your questions and

1. May an FCU participate in the origination of a CMO?

We need you to be more specific with respect to FCU involvement
in the origination of a CMO. It is not clear if the inv.olvement
is limited to originating the loans or also involves the issuance
of a CMO.

Generally, FCU’s do not have the authority to issue and sell
securities. They do have the authority to purchase, sell and
pledge eligible obligations, including real estate loans (see
Section 107(13) of the FCU Act, 12 U.S.C ~1757(13) and Section
701.23 of the NCUA Regulations, 12 C.F.R. §701.23). With the
limited information given, we cannot make a determination on
question i.

2. May an FCU establish a finance subsidiary (CUSO) to:
a. receive collateral from the parent in the form of

Freddie Mac Participation Certificates or FNMA Mortgage Backed
Securities,                   ,

b. to pass collateral to a trustee, and
c. to pass cash back to the parent?

FCU investments in and loans to CUSO’s are subject to Section
701.27 of the NCUA Rules and Regulations, 12 C.F.R. §701.27. A
copy of the regulation is enclosed. Section 701.27(d) (5) of the
regulation sets forth an exclusive listing of permissible
services and activities that a CUSO can provide. From the
limited information you have supplied, it does not appear to us
that the services and activities currently listed in the
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regulation would allow for a CUSO to provide the services, of a
finance subsidiary. However, if you wish to present an argument
that the current regulation provides the authority for such a
finance subsidiary, we welcome your comments.

Lastly, you should note that Section 701.27(d)(5)(iii) provides
for NCUA approval of services not currently listed in the
regulation. Section 701.27(d)(5)(iii) provides that one submit a:

"full explanation and complete documentation of
the service or activity and how that activity is
associated with routine credit union operations.
The request should be submitted to the appropriate
NCUA Regional Office. The request will be treated
as a petition to amend paragraph (d) (5) (i) or (ii)
of this Section and NCUA will request public
comment or otherwise act on the petition within 60
days of receipt."

If you are interested in having NCUA amend the permissible
services section of the regulation, you should follow these
procedures.

I hope that we have been of assistance .

Sincerely,

STEVEN R. BISKER
Assistant General Counsel

HMU:sg

Enclosure
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FARM CREDIT ADMINISTRATION

12 CFR Part 611

Farm Cmdtt System Capital
Corlmratkm; Organization

Correction

In FR Doc. 86-5~3 beginning on page
8665 in the issue of Thursday. March 13,
1906, make the following correction:

On page 8668. in the second column.
in the fifth line of § 811.1141(b), "but"
should read "out",
SILTING

NATIONAL CREDIT UNION
ADMINISTRATION

12 CFR Part 701

Investments In end Loans to Credit
Union Service Organizations

AGENCY: National Credit Union
Administration [NCUAI.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: The Federal Credit Union Act
(Act] authorizes Federal credit unions
(FCU’s), under certain limitations, to
invest in and make loans to credit union
service organizations (CIJSO’s) and
subjects Federal credit union CUSS
activity to National Credit Union
Administration Board approval. The
NCUA Board has determined to address
Federal credit union involvement and
the Board’s own approval authority
through the regulation process. This rule
reflects the Board’s determination on
lhese matter~ and revises the NCUA’s
existinR rule concerning CUSO’s. The
final rule expands and clarifies the
permissible services and activities of
CUSO’s and provides a specific
mechanism for the addition of new
services and activities. The rule
i~terprets the limitations of the Act. and

addresses safety and soundness
concerns, through provisions related to
organizational structure, customer base.
conflicts o[ interest, accounting
practices, and NCU& access to CUSS
books and records..
mmsc~v| OATS: May 27. 19ee.
~ooniss: National Credit Union
Administration. 1778 G Street NW,.
Washington. D.C.
FOR FURTHIN INFOnMATION CONTACT=
Robert M. Feuner. General Counsel.
Steven R. Bisker, Assistant (’,enerai
Counsel. or Hattte Ulan. Staff Attorney,
Office of General Counsel. at the above
address or telephone: (202) 357-1030.
SUPIq.EMENTARY INFO~MAllON:

Background

The Federal Credit Union Act
authorizes Federal credit union
investments in (sac. 107(7)(1), 12 U.S.C; "
1757(7)(1}] and loans to (sac. 107(5)(DJ.
12 U.S.C. 1757(5)(D)) what have come to
be known as credit union service
organizations. Pursuant to the Act. the
National Credit Union Administration
Board is required to determine the types
of organizations eligible to receive loans
and investments from FCU’I. The NCUA
Board has interpreted secUons 107(?}(1}
and 107(5}(D} as applying to the same
type of organization~ The Act provides
only limited guidance se to the nature of
these organizations. For example.
section 107{?]{1| specifies that CUSO’s
provide services "associated with the
routine operations of credit unions." and
section 107(5}{D} requires that CUSO’a
be established "primarily to serve the
needs of ~ .. member credit unions" and
that a CUSO’s business "[relate] to the
daily operations of... credit unions."

The first CUSS regulation was
promulgated in 197g. The rule placed
many controls and restrictions on FCU
involvement with CUSS’I, The rule
required NCUA approval prior to
formation of a CUSS. and limited
CUSO’s to six specific activities, In 1982.
NCUA substantially deregulated the
CUSS rule. eliminatin8 provisions with
respect to issues such as organizational
structure, customer base, and NCUA
access to books and records. The 1982
rule also failed to provide clear
guidelines concerning the permissible
services and activities of CUSO’s. In
January, 1985, the Board determined that
a reevaluation was necessary because
of the lack of guidance provided by the

regulation and the existence of
significant supervisory problems
involving CUSO’s.

On January 24. 1985, the NCUA Board
issued a proposed rule requesting public
comment on several issues concerning
the CUSS ~egulation (see 50 FR 4698.
February 1, 1985). The January, 1985.
proposal did :Jot contain specific
regulatory language. Some gO comment
letters were received. After reviewing
the comments, on September S, 1985. the
NCUA Board issued a proposal
containing specific regulatory lang~tage
,(see 50 FR 36098, September 11. 1985).
Sixty-eight comment letters were
received before the close of the
comment pedod on Novembe~ 8. 198,5.
Overall. the response to the proposed
regulation was positive. Comment
letters were received from: 31 Federet
credit union~; 4 stnte-chai’terad credit
union~; 8 CUSS’s: O credit.union trade
associations and state leagues: and lg
others, including several law firms
represent§n8 FCU’s and CUSO’s. 8 credit
union mutual insurance company, trade
groups represent§n8 insurers and
realtors, a Congressman. and an
economist.

The September 5 proposed rule
contained four sections (proposed
§ § 701.27(8)-(d))involving the scope,
statutory limitations and limited
applicability of the regulation. The
remainder of the proposal addressed the
follow§n8 six substantive CUSO issues:
Structure and capitalization (proposed
§ 701.27(e)}: customer base (proposed
§ 701.27[f)); services and activities
{proposed § 701,27(8}); insider deal§n8
(proposed | ?01.27(h)): account§n8
procedures and NCUA access to
information (proposed J 701.27(1)): and
preexisting CUSO’s (proposed
§ 701.27(j)).

The format of the final rule has been
revised in order to shorten and further
clarify the rule. The first four sections of
the proposed rule (proposed
§ § 701.27(aJ-(d)) have been consolidated
into two sections in the final rule
§ § 701.27 [8] and (b]]~ Section 701.27{c},
a definitional section, has been added.
A new § 701.27(d) sets forth the six
substantive issues previously addressed
in proposed §§ 701.27(e}.[j}. In addition
to the changes in form. the Board has
made certain substantive revisions to
the rule in response to the comments
received.
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e.xplanation is found in Article XViil.
sections.t(g} and {hi el each FCU’s
Bylaws.

Section yOI.27(d]--Regulatory
Provisions

This section contains the provisions
found in |3 71.0.27’le}-.7OI.27|j| of the
proposed rule. The section is divided
into eight numbered parts, each
addressing a specific substantive issue.
Each part is discussed separately below.

Section 70L27(d)(tJ--Limits on Fundin#
The first sentence of this section

clarifies that FCU’s may invest in or
loan to CUSO’s in participation with
other credit unions and non-credit union
parties. This provision woe set forth In
the proposal as the first sentence of
§ 701.27(e). The provision has been
reworded to clarify that an FCU need

¯ not invest in a CUSO before it can lend
to it. The remainder of this section
clarifies the point of time use to
determine an FCU’s unimpaired capital
and surplus, for purposes of ascertainin8
compliance with the. 1% limits on loans
and investments, in response to the
comments received, the rule provides "
that the figures reflected in the last
calendar year-end financial report shall
be used.

Section 70L27(d)(2)--3tructure
The contents of this section were

contained in | 701.27(e) of the proposed
rule. As proposed, the final rule limits
CUSO structure to either a corporation
or a limited partnership (with FCU’s
serving only as limited partners). Also
as proposed. CUSO’s are required to be
adequately capitalized and operated as
separate entities. The Board believes
that these requirements are the
minimum necessary to ensure that
FCU’s will not be exposed to potential
losses in excess of their funds invested
in or lent to the CUSO. Twenty-one
commentate specifically addressed this
subsection of the proposal, with 14
basically agreeing with the subsection
and only 3 totally opposed to it. The
three in opposition believed that there
should be no limit on CUSO structure.

Two other commenters believed that a
corporation should be the only
permitted CUSO structure. One of these
commenters stated that an FCU ]letted
partner can easily, and perhaps
inadvertently, take part in the control of
the business of the CUSO and thus lose
its limited liability. While limited
partnership CUSO’s will he permitted, it
is emphasized that FCU’s must take care
to limit their involvement and activities
to those permitted under the law {State
law} for limited partners. The rule sets
forth a nonexclusive list of examples of

The following is a section-by-section
analysis of the final rule with a
discussion of the comments received
and the changes that ha~ been made.

Section-by-Section Analysi~

Section 701~27(o]--Scope
Section ,’Ot.27(~) sets forth the scope

of the regulation. It cities that statutory
authority for FCU investments in and
loans to CUSO’s. The Board has
clarified that § 701.27 dues not directly
regulate CUSO’s but rather establishes
conditions of FCU investments in and
loans to such organizations. In general
the commentate found the provisions
now contained in this section to be
helpful
Section 701.27/b}-..Limit$ Imposed by
the Federal Credit Union Act

This new subsection sets forth the
CUSO lending and investment
provisions of the FCU Act. The section
is divided into two parts--§ 701.27{bJ{t)
addresses the provisions found in
section I07{7}{I] of the Act (investment
authority} end § 701.27(b}121 addresses
the provisions found in section ~07(5}{D}
of the Act (lending authority}.

The information in tlds new section
was set forth in three separate
provisions of the proposed rule-,-
§ § 7’01.27 (b}, (c}, and (81{5}. The
commenters generally found a
restatement of the statutory limitations
to be helpful. One commenter suggested
that the Board define what is meant by
"control" and "financial institution" in
the restatement {now found at
§ 701.27(b){1){iii}) of the statutory
prohibitions against an FCU using the
CUSO investment authority to acqmre
control of another financial institution.
In view of the limited experience with
this aspect of the CUSO authority, the
Board has decided not to define these
terms at this time. Regulatory definitions
might not adequately address issues that
arise in the future. The Board has
previously stated a policy, however, that
this aqthortty r~ay n_ot be used to

~pur-chase shares o~ st~’�~n other
depos[! taking institutions, and that
policy will continue to apply.

Section 70t.27(c]--De~initiona
This section is new. All four of the

definitions in this section appeared in
various sections of the proposed rule.
They have been consolidated in a
"definition" section in order to improve
the orsanization o[ the rule. One
commenter suggested that the Board
expand upon the definition of "paid-in
and unimpaired c,pital and surplus."
The definition remains as "shares and
undivided earnings." A further

those activities which, if engaged in I)v a
limited partner, may cause the loss
the limited partner status and result in
the partner being treated as a general
partner with unlimited liability.

Several commenters asked who con
be the general partner in a limited
partnership CUSO. since FCU’s
prohibited f~om servin8 as the general
partner. The Board has not limited,whu.
other than FCU’s. may serve as the
general partner. The general partner
may, for example, be a credit union
league, trade association, insurance
company, or an individual, etc.
Participating FCU’s should ensure that
the general partner has adequute capital
and management capabilities.

One commenter sugaested that
CUSO’s be permitted to have a
cooperative corporate structure. This
commenter reasoned that, since FCU’s
are financial cooperatives and
coopers rives have the same limited
liability as corporations, the cooperative
corporate structure would be
appropriate for CUSO’s. The Board
88rees. Statutes 8uthbrtzin8 the ’

¯ cooperative corporate structure exist in
all states and, for the most part. limit the
liability of stockholders or members to
the same extent as in a regular stock
corporation. The cooperative corporate
structure is a permissible one for
:USO’s provided that appropriate state

taws provide for limited liability of the
nxembers (owners} of the cooperative
corporation.

At least three commenters, including
one trade association, su~ested that
insurance coverage be obtained by the
CUSO in order to protect affiliated
FCU’s and the National Credit Union
Share Insurance Fund {NCUSIF~.
Property and casualty insurance should
be obtained in the ordinary course of
business. Other insurance, for example.
against loss caused by mismanagement.
may be impossible to obtain or
prohibitively expensive. Accordingly.
NCUA is not requiring such Insurance at
.this time. The other safeguards of this
regulation should provide adequate
protection to the credit union, its
members and the NCUS[F.

Several commentate stated their
concern that a court will look to all the
requirements that NCUA places on
FCU’s involvement with CUSO’s and
treat CUSO’s as mere extensions of their
investing FCU’s. thus removing limited
liability. As previously explained, the
Board has revised the rule to make it
clear that it places conditions on FCU
loans and investments, rather then
directly regulating CUSO’s. A court
decision to look past the CUSO and to
the FCU would depend upon such
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factors as: Inadequate cap_italtzation~
lack of separate corporate identity;
common board of directors and
employees: conU’o] of one corporation
over another:, and lack of separate books
and records. These lectern, as well as
others, may be relied on by a court in
dec|din8 whether to pierce the corporate
structure and hold the stockholders
personally liable. If the CUSO is
adequately capitalized and maintained
as a separate entity, and the above
conditions ere avoided, ¯ court is not
likely to pierce the corporate veil. Of
course, the courts and not the NCUA
Board will be.the ultimate arbiters of
this issue.

Another issue addressed in the
comments was whether CUSO’s, once
established, could form subsidiary
corporations and partnerships, While
CUSO’s may establish corporations end
partnerships, they may not be used as
vehicles by which to circumvent this
regulation. FCU’s invest|n8 in or ruskin8
loans to a CUSO that is merely a shell
corporation for the purpose of formin~
other corporations with which to
circumvent the regulation will be -
required to divest their investments and
loans. The formation, by a CUSO. of ¯
subsidiary corporation or s partnership
should be done only in connection with
carrylng out permissible ¯ctivitles under
the rule,

Section 70Z.27(dJ(3)-.Lega! Opinion
Language similar to that found in this

new section appeared in | 701.27(e) of
the proposal. Federal credit unions must
obtain written legal advice to help
ensure that they are meeting the goal of
limited liability in their investments in
CUSO’s. Since the factors to be
considered may vary from state to state.
it is advisable that FCU’s obtain the
opinion of local counsel on the issue of
limited liability. While NCUA
recognizes that it will not be possible to
obtain a legal opinion providing
absolute assurances against FCU
liability, obtaining legal advice should
hal p FCU’s determine whether they have
taken reasonable steps in light of
applicable state law. One commenter
asked how often an FCU should obtain
or t,pdate this advice. FCU’s should
obtain a legal opinion prior to their
initial investment in a CUSO and should
update this information as conditions
change or as otherwise warranted.
Section1 701.27(d](4)-.Customer Bose

Section 701.27(f) of the proposed rule
limited the customer base of a CUSO to
primarily affiliated credit union s
|defined as those credit unions that have
invested in or made loans to a CUSO}

and the membership of such credit
unions.

Twenty-six comments were received
on the customer base issue. Eight
commenters agreed with the section as
written.
Sixteen commentera stated that CUSO’s
should be able to serve both affiliated
and nonaffiliated credit unions. These
commenters believed that the proposed
rule was too restrictive and would not
be beneficial to the credit union
community. As en example, they argued
that a small FUC should, not be
prevented from obtaining services from
a CUSO specializln8 in data processing
services because it has not invested in
or made a loan to the CUSO. Other
commenters pointed out that the
"affiliated" restriction could be easily
circumvented by an FCU makln~ a de
mimmus investment in or loan to a
CUSO.

Some of the commentere suggested
¯ that CUSO’s "primarily serve, credit

unions and the membership of affiliated
credit unions." Others urged that a
broader customer base be adopted fJ~t
Would leave out any referenca to
"affiliation" end l~va CUSO’I serve
primarily credit unions and their
memberships. One conunenter suggested
that CUSO’s also be permitted to serve
primarily other CUSO’a. Only four
commenters requested that "primarily"
be defined in the regulation. However. a
workable definition was not suggested,

The Board has modified the customer
base subsection in the final rule, now
§ 701.27(d}(4}, to enable CUSO’a to ser~e
both affiliated and nonaffiliated eJ’edit
unions. Thus in the language of the fin,,I
rule. FCU’s may invest in and lend to
CUSO’s that serve "primarily credit
unions and/ur the membership of
affiliated credit unions." FCU’s are
authorized to invest in and loan to a
CUSO that serves other CUSO’s
financial institutions and their
customers, other oqianizations,
members of nonaffiliated credit union~
etc., provided the CUSO primo~iJy
serves credit unions and members of
affiliated credit unions. FCU’a cannot
invest in or loan to CUSO’s that
primarily serve nonaffiliated credit
union members. The Board believes that
if any FCU’s members seek the sewicse
of a CUSO. the FCU can either establish
its own CUSO or become aff’diated wJlh
an existin8 CUSO.

In light of the comments, the Board
again considered provldin~ a definition
of the term "primarily." As it had
concluded in the proposed rule. the
Board believes that defining the term sa
a percentage of business or percentage
of customers served would be arbitrary.

The lack of a definition is not deemed
critical since the wording in
§ 701.27(d){4} reiterates the statutory
requirement and will provided the Board
with ¯ sufficient basis to deal with any
clear abuses.

Section 701.27(d)(5) Permissible
Services and Activities

Section 701.27(d)(SJ is a revised and
amended version of | 701.27(g) in the
proposed rule. As proposed, the
subsection contained five subparts.
Three of the subparts appear here.
Proposed | 701,27(8J(3]-..State and Local
Law. has been moved to the end of the
regulation (see 1 701.27(e] of this final
rule) and proposed § 7ol.2?(gJ(sJ--
Statutory Prohibitions, is now found in
| 710.27(b}(1}(lli}.

The first two subparts of | 710.27(d](5]
provide an exclusive listing of services
and activities that CUSO may perform.
Section 701.27(d}(5](1) lists operational
services and J 70133(d)(5)(li} list~
financial services. Section
701.27(d}(S|(jti) sets forth the procedure
for approval of additional services end
activities not listed in the regulation.

Almost all of the commentere
addressed the activities subsection in
their letters. The vast me!odty of these
commentere were in favor of a list|n8 of
CUSO activities. Several commentere
suggested that the list be nonexclusive.
Only twelve of the commentere
suggested eliminatiz~ the activities lisL
Some of these commentere stated that ¯
CUSO should be able to provide ony
service or activity that would benefit
credit unions and their members. Other
commentere argued that each FCU
should be authorized to determine what
is within its routine operations and its
CUSO{s} should be authorized to
provide those services. The majority of
the commentate, however, preferred an
expanded, exclusive list of services and
activities.

It is important to note that sections
1O7(5)(D} and 107(7)(I} of the FCU Act
place lbnits on the types of services a
CUSO may provide. By statute. Federal
credit unions may not invest in and lend
to CUSO’s that offer serv/ces beyond
the limits of the Act. The final rule
contains an expanded, exclusive list of
service end activities. The list
eliminates uncertainty by providing the
NCUA Board’s interpretation of the
limits of the Act. All services and
activities listed in the proposed rule
appear in the final rule. Other services
and activities have been added. They
are discussed below.
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Section ?Of.2y(dl[Sl(iil--Operotionoi
Services

In response to recommendations of
man]," cam rnenters, the Board has added
several activities to the list of
operational services. The Board believes
that Ihese activities are related to an
FCU’s "daily operations" and are
"associuted with their routine
operations" as required by sections
luTISJID} and 10~’, (TJ|l} of the FCU Act.
1"he nmjority of these services are seif-
exl:hmnlory and do not require further
discussion. They include: Check cashing
and wire transfers, internal audits for
credit unions, shared credit union
branch (service center) operations, sale
of repossessed collateral, servicin8 of
computer hardware or software.
research services, record retention and
storage, microfilm and microfiche
services, alarm monitoring and other .
security services, and provision of forms
and supplies.

Two activities added to the list of
operational services do warrant further
discussion. They are addressed below.

The single most requested act!vi.ty.
was mortgage lending. Fourteeo
cam=enters asked that real estate
morlgage origination, processing, service
and sales be added to the activities list,
Several reasons were given for the
requested addition. Some of the
cam=enters noted that pursuant to the
former pilot program rule (former Part
7=3 of the NCUA Rules and
Regulations), several CUSO’s were
approved for consumer mortgage
lending. Under the pilot program, the
consumer mortgage loans could only be
made to members of those credit unions
that had invested in the CUSO and such
loans had to be made in conformance
with NCUA’s mortgage lending
reRulatton. Although the pilot program
regulation has been eliminated [See 50
FR 27417, July 3, 19851, there are FCU’s
that have investments and loans to
CUSO’s that continue to engage in
mortgage lending under the prior Stunt
of authority. These and other
cam=enters stated that It le their belief
that mortgage lendin~ ie within an FCU’s
routine operations and that it meets the
needs of credit union members. They
stressed that CUSO mortgage lendlml
produces less liquidity risk and Interest
rate risk to FCU’s and less risk to the
NCUSIF than if the service is offered
directly by the FCU. One cam=enter
noted thai a CUSO enables several
credit unions to join together to offer
their members consumer mortgage
loans. Such an arrange=eel promotes
the economies of scale which are
essential to provide such servi~e m a
c~st effective and professional manner.

Wednesday, March 26. 1988

In consideration of the comments, the
Board has added "consumer mortgage
loan origination" to the list of
permissible services and activities. The
reference to consumer mortgage loan
origination is intended to clarify that the
mortgage loan authority may not be
used to engage in commercial real estate
loans or real estate development loans.
Also. the authority to engage in loan
processing, which appeared in the
proposed rule. has been expanded to
allow loan "processinR. servicing and
sales." thus enabling CUSO’e to provide
a full range of support services for
mortgage loans and rot other loans
originated by the credit union.

The second activity added to the list
of operational services requiring further
discussion is manage=eel development,
sale or lease of fixed assets. AJthoush
this activity did not appear in the
proposed rule, the preamble to the ntis
did discuss sale and leaseback and
CUSO participation in the purchase.
sale. and leasin~ of real property with
affiliated credit unions. At that time, the
Board stated that. althouBh such
transactions were permissible for Fcu’|
to enter into with CUSO’e, they were not
placed on the list of ongoin~ CUSO
activities since such real property
transactions can be considered a matter
of general business operation. Credit
unions involved in these transecUons
are subject to the fixed asset regulatlon
(12 CFR 701.30} and the NCUA
Interpretive Ruling and Policy Statement
on Sale and Leas=beck (IRPS 81-7|.
However, the NCUA Board now
believes that these transactions should
be added to the CUSO regulation both in
the interest of clarity and for other
reasons explained below.

A few comment=re described a
situation where the principal function of
the CUSO is to construct, manage and
maintain an office building to be leased
by an FCU that has invested in and/or
made loans to the CUSO. This
arrangement would be faciliated by the
CUSO forming ¯ limited partnership,
with the CUSO serving as the general
partner, and credit union members and
others as limited partners. Because of
the tax shelter aspects of such an
investment, and the small investment
required, it would be of particular
interest to members end other Investors.
Limited partnership interests as well as
investment by the general partner CUSO
would fund the project. The purpose of
the limited partnership would be to
acquire land. construct a building for the
FCU. and to then lease the building to
the FCU. Other than its invoh’ement in
the limited partnership to construct the
building, and its continuing involvement

I Rules and Regulations

in managing and servicing the building.
the CUSO would not be engaging in any
other significant activities.

Although this CUSO activity may be
beneficial to FCU’s and their members,
such a project could result in significant
losses to the CUSO and.
cortes pondingly, to those FCU’I that
have invested in or lent funds to the
CUSO. One of the cam=enters
suggested guidelines which the Board
believes represer~t necessary safeguards
in order to ensure, that an FCU engaging
in this activity is in compliance with the
requirements of the FCU Act and basic
standards of safety and soundness.
These requirements are: [I| The overall
development cost of the project (e.g.. the
building and all attendant costs and
expenses}, when added to the fixed
assets of the FCU involved, should not
exceed 5~ of the shares and retained
earnings of the FCU. If more than one
FCU is involved, the limit should take
into account the ability of those FCU’=.
in the aggregate, to invest funde up to 5%
of their shares and retained earnir~, in
fixed assets. This guideline wouldserve"
to ensu~ that, in the event the limited
partnership (in which the CUSO ie the
general parser with uzdimRed ]lability}
is unable to raise sufficient funds to
complete the project, the FCU(s) could
purchase the project from the limited
partnership and complete it without
violating the fixed asset reg~detion [see
§ 701.3e of the NCUA RULe= and
Regulations). (2) The maximum amount
of investment by the CUSO, as general
partner, should not exceed the amount
of funds available to it from its wffiliated -
credit unions {i.e., through their
authority to invest in and make loans to
CUSO’s}. The minimum level of
investment participation by the limited
partners that should be obtained before
the project Is started should be that
amount which, when added to the
amount available to the CUSS general
partner from its affiliated credit union~.
would be sufficient to complete the
project without the necessity of
borrowing funds from outside sources. If
the limited partnership were forced to
borrow additional funds from outside
sources, the cost of the project (because
of added interest costs} would increase
and would impact on the cost
effectiveness and. potentially, the
economic viability of the project.

Additionally. FCU’s should be aware
of applicable Federal and state
securities laws when they become
involved in these types of projects.
Further, FCU’s engaging in sale and
leas=back or straight lease
arrangements with their CUSO must
comply with IRPS 81-7 {Sale and
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Leaseback] and the fixed asset
reg.lation | 701.38 of the NCUA Rules
and Regulations). It should be noted-that
the fixed asset rule is applicable to lease
puymen~ (e.g., for the FCU’s building,
etc.}. Therefore, FCU’s entering into
transactions with their CUSO’s, as
discussed above, must ensure that they
consider their lease payments for the
space leased from the CUSO to
determine that they are within the 5%
limitation of § 701.36. Also, FCU’s
should be advised that the Board will
(:rilic~dlv rr, view those instances where
a CUS~ is established as a vehicle to
czrcumvent the limitations of the fixed
asset rule. [f necessary, appropriate
administrative enforcement remedies
will be taken.

Although not a regulatory
reqqirement, it may be advisable for
FCU’s whose CUSO’s are contemplating
these types of transactions to be in
contact with their NCUA Regional
Office before engaging in such ventures
to review potential safety and
soundness problems. Before contacting
its NCUA Regional Office. an FCU
should have a preliminary p!an prepare~l
for review by the Agency.

Lastly. one commenter suggested that.
the Board add "building maintenance
services" to the list of permissible
operational services. The Board
interprets building maintenance services
as coming within management of fixed
assets (contained in the list} and,
therefore, has not separately listed this
activity.

Section 70Z.27[d)(SJ(iiJ-..~Ynonci~!
Services

Fewer comments were received with
re~pect to the financial services section.
The comments end changes that have
been made are as follows:

"[’ravel agency services have been
added to the list of permissible
activities. Ten commenters made this
st, ggestion- Several of these commenters
noted that some CUSO’s ere already
providing travel agency services for
their affiliated credit union members.
The Board believes that travel agency
services are associated with the routine
credit union operallonl of ruskin8
vacation and travel loans and issuing
and selling travelers’ checks. Furlher,
such services are associated with
vacation and travel savings programs.

Another service added to thelist is
acting as administrator for prepaid legal
service plans. The Board believes that a
plan which provides legal services to
credit unions and/or credit union
members is within a credit union’s
"routine operations." As part of their
normal operations, credit unions have a
need to obtain legal advice and services.

Members may have such a need in’
connection with their personal financial
decisions, This activity will allow a
CUSO to administer -, prepaid legal plan
for credit unions and/or for member,.of
affiliated credit unions providing a
means by which legal services may be
obtained at reduced cost.

A number of commentate suggested
that "discount brokerage services" was
unnecessarily limited and that FCU’I
should be allowed to participate in
CUSO’s offering a full range of securities
services to credit unions end meml)er~
of affiliated credit unions. The NCUA
Board agrees and has substituted
"securities brokerage services" for
"discount brokerage servtce~." CUSO’a
that choose to engage in securities
activities should be aware of various
Federal and state securities laws that
may apply.

One commenter requested that "real
estate agency services" be changed t~
"real estate brokerage services."
Brokerage services is the term used in
the industry. A trade association for real
estate brokers commenting on the rule
believes that real estate agency ~ervicea
should be eliminated from the list. Their
reasoned that permitting such activity
wouldproduce unfair competition and
tying arrangements. Inasmuch as real
estate brokerage services are associated
with routine credit union operations
(particularly related to FCU’s mortgage
lending), it has not been removed from
the permissible list, The Board believes
that there are adequate laws in place to
protect realtors from unfair competition
and. therefore, does not feel it is
appropriate to prohibit such activil7 for
CUSO’s.

Three commentate representing the
insurance industry recommended that
the authority to act as agent for the sale
of insurance be eliminated from the
permissible list. They argued that
involement by CUSO’s in this activity
was anti-competitive and antl-consumer.
Acting as an agent for the sale of
insurance is not a new activity for
CUSO’s. The Board is not aw~e of anti.
consumer or dnti-competttive practices
in the sale of ~nsurance either through a
CUSO or through an FCU {pursuant to
Part 721 of the NCUA R~gulatlons). The
sale of in.~ur,~nce is an area heavily
regulated by ,he states, and any CUSO
involvement in insurance activities will
be subject to applicable state laws and
regulations. Also. it should be noted that
neilher FCU’s nor CUSO’s with whom
they are affiliated may underwrite
(isst~e) insurance, This activity is not
authorized for FCU’s or CUSO’s.

There were a few activities suggested
by commentate that were not added to
the permissible list of services. Sale of

used ca rs was suggested by one
commenter. The Board believes that this
broad activity does not fall within
routine credit union activities. However.
sale of repossessed collateral has been
added to the list. This would include
sale of used cars that have been
repossessed as a result of defaults hy
credit union members on their auto
loans. Car rental was a[so suggested as
a permissible activity. This hu~ nut been
included in the final rule. However,
per,~onul p .roperty leasing (e,g., .,,to
h:asi.s) is I,z the l~n.I ruh:. WI,ih: Ihn
courts have reoc~nized auto leasing as
the functional equivalent of making auto
loans, it does not extend to short-term
car rentals. One commenter suggested
that CUSO’s be permitted to otfer all
financial services allowed by FCU’s.
With such authority, a CUSO would, in
effect, become a financial institution.
The prohbition against an FCU acquirin!~
control of another financial institution
(see. sect. lO7(7J{1) of the FCU _Act and
§ 701.2?(b}(l}(ii;) of this ~gulation) "
would preclud~ the addition of this
authority to the permissi.ble.list. ..

Finally; with respect to the sea, ices
offered by CUSO’s, the Board has
considered requiring that a formal
business plan be developed both prior to
formation of a CUSO and prior to
offering any new service or activity. 3"he
Board believes that this is somethin8
that should always be done in the
normal course of business, and that it
will be done by any well-planned and
well-operated CUSO. The. it need not
be imposed as a regulatory requirement
at this time. The Agency will. however.
as a part of its regular examination of
FCU’s involved in CUSO’s. determine
whether this practice is followed, and
will consider any necessary regulatory
amendment~ if this appears to be a
problem area in the future.

Section 70Z.27(d)(SJ(iiiJ--NCUA
Approval o~ Other Services

Section 701.27(d)(5)(Iii} corresponds ~o
§ 701.2~(g}(4} of the proposed rule and
provides that a request to add a new
service or activity not listed in the
regulation will be treated as a petition to
amend the regulation. The requests are
to be submlUed to the appropriate
NCUA Regional Office and NCUA will
request public comment or otherwise a~.l
on the peUtion within eO days after
receipt.

Nine commenters addressed t.~is
section in their comment letters. Several
recommended that the time period be
reduced from 60 to between 10-3o d~ys.
One commenter believed that NCUA
staff approval rather than an
amendment to the regulation ~ ~s ;tll
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that was necessary. Another~usaested
that CUSO’s be able to st¯rt up a new
service or activity with the
understanding thst NCUA m¯y object
after the fact and stop activity. This
comma¯tar reasoned that w¯itin8 for
NCUA approval will cause CUSO’s to
miss the market for new service¯ and
activities. "[’he Board believes that "after
the fact" approval ta inapprepri¯te. It is
recognized that the procedure set forth
in tl,is regulation may cause some
limited time delay in providing new
services or activities. However. the
Board believes this is preferable to the
costs and other complications that
would result if FCU’I were to invest in
or loan to a CUSO engaged in an
activity that the Agency determined at ¯
later date to be unauthorized.

One commenter asked that the Board
clarify that requests to add ¯ new
service or activity are not limited to
FCU’s and could also be made by the
credit union leagues. Ixade associations
or any other interested parties. Leagues.
trades. CUSO’s themselves or others
may make such requests. As note in the
proposal and in the final rule, requests
should be submitted to the NCUA
RegiOnal Office where the requester 18
located. Requests should include ¯ full
explanation and complete
documentation of the service or activity
and how it Is associated with routine
credit union ope~tlons, Initial review
will be completed by the Resional
Offices. Inasmuch as the addition of ¯
new activity to the list is a substantive
change in the reFulation, the
requirements of the Administrative
Procedure Act must be followed.

Section ~L27( dJ(6)..-Con[licts o[
Interest

Section 701.27(h} of the proposed rule
addressed the issue of "insider dealing."
The corresponding provisions of the
final rule. now contained at
§ 701.ZTldlt6), have been retttled
"Conflicts of Interest." which the Board
believes more accurately describes the
scope of the provision.
The provosed s~ctton imposed ¯ broad
prohibition against FCI.I officials.
employees, and their immediate family
members receivin~ any type of income
or compensation from an affiliated
CUSO. Over 30 commenters addressed
this subsection. While many of the
commenters generally agreed with the
proposal, there were others that. to a
greater or lesser extent, disagreed.

Those in agreement with the proposal
stated that to allow FCU directors and
committee members to race|v¯
compensation from a CU$O would serve
as an easy vehicle by which to avoid the
prohibitions on compensation contained
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in sections 111 and 112 of the FCU Act
(t2 U,S.C. 1761 and 1781¯}. They also
agreed that. without ¯ prohibition, there
would be ¯ greater likelihood of
conflicts of interest arising to the
detriment of the FCU’s. Decisions to
establish, invest in, or loan to a CUSO.
and the determination of the activities
and services to be provided would be
more s function of what would be most
lucrative and provide greater
commission income, salaries, etc, for the
officials or employees, rather than that
which would be most beneficial to the
FCU.

Several commenters, on the other
hand. expressed the view that this
provision was too broad and overly
restrictive. Many urged the Board to
remove all restrictions on compensation.
Those comment¯r¯ argued that full
disclosure and common law remedies
{e.g.. lawsuits brought against the
officials for misappropriating a
corporate opportunity of the FCU} would
provide adequate protection to FCU’s
and their members. Some of the
commenters agreed with the prohibition
with respect to officials and upper level
(management) employees but believed
that it should not apply to lower level
employees. Other comment¯re stated
that the prohibition should not extend to
family members of the officials and
employees. Still other comment¯re noted
that the prohibition should not apply to
newly formed CUSO’s.

The Board. after considering the
comments, continues to believe that ¯
strong prohibition against conflicts of
interest is in the best interest of FCU’s,
their members, and the NCUSIF. It is
axiomatic that the purpose of ¯ CUSO is
to provide services and benefits to
credit’unions and their members.
Individual¯ who serve as officials and
employees of Federal credit unions have
the responsibility, therefore, when
makin~ decisions concerning the
formation and operation of CUSO’s. to
base those decisions on the best
interests of the credit union and its
members. Motivations of personal
financial gain from CUSO activities
would present an inherent conflict of
interest. These types of motivations
have been a factor in most of the
problem-case CUSO’s that NCUA has
encountered. Examples have included
personal gain by officials, from the sale
and leas¯back of an FCU s fixed assets.
personal receipt of insurance
commission income, preferential loans
to CUSO’s partially owned by credit
union officials, and receipt by credit
union officials, through ¯ CUSO, of
varlets¯ types of fee income, including
income on real estate closings, title
searches and appraisals.

Considering the broad range of
innovative services and activities
permitted by the final rule, including
real estate, insurance and securities
services, the Board believes it is
essential to ensure that the focus rams, in
one of benefitting credit unions and their
members. A clear prohibition against
conflicts of interest is consistent with
the cooperative nature of cred it unions
and longstanding principles of re|unrest
service by credit un.ion officials. It will
ensure that Federal credit union
involvement with CUSO’s does not lead
to the types of problems that have
arisen in some instances in the past. and
that have recently marred the thrift
industry in Maryland and elsewhere,
related to self-dealing within affiliated
businesses. At the same time,
nonvolunteer officials end employees of
the credit union properlycan and should
be compensated by the credit omen
based on their contdb~ton to the
overall performance of the credit union.

The Board does recognize the need of
CUSO’s. especially those that era n.ewly
formed, to have low cost help. The
prohibitions imposed by 701.27(d){01
wouldnot preclude an FCU official or
employe~ from working for a CUSO,
provided the individual is not
compensated by the CUSO. Further. the
rule would not bar the CUSO from
reimbursing the FCU for the services
provided to it by such individual(s).
Language has been added to the final
rule clarifying this point. With respect to
such practices, it should be noted that
care should be taken to ensure that an
official or employee that works for the
CUSO is responsible to and takes
direction from the CUSO’s management
when working at the CUSO.

The conflict of interest provision has
been slightly modified to close some
potential loopholes. The rule now
provides that officials and employees
may not receive direct or indirect
compensation from the CUSO and that
they may not receive compensation from
persons bein~ served throu#h the CUSO.
Thus. the rule now clearly prohibits
credit union officials and employees.
and their family members, from
receiving commission or fee income or
other compensation from the credit
union’s members in connection with the
members’ use of the CUSO.

Section 701,27(d}{?J--Accountitt9
Procedures: Access to Information

The prowsions contained in this
section appeared in § ~ 701.27{i1(11-(41 of
the proposed rule. The section has been
reorganized but the requirements rem~fin
essentially u,ch~nged.
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with non-credit anion-parties, may
invest in and/or loan to a credit union
service organization. A Federal credit
union’s investments in credit union
service organizations may not exceed, in
the el~regate. 1% of the Federal credit
union’s paid-in and unimpaired capital
and surplu-,i 8s of its last calendar year-
end financial report. A Federal credit
union’s loans to credit union service
organizations may not exceed, in the
aggregate. 1% of the Federal credit
union’s paid-in and unimpaired capital
and surplus as of its last calendar year-
end financial report.

(2J Structure. A Federal credit union
may invest in or loan to a credit union
service organization only if the
organization is structured as either a
corporation or limited partnership.

(i) Corporation. A credit union service
organization chartered as a corporation
must he adequately capitalized and
operated as a separate entity. A Federal
credit union investing in or making loans
to such a corporation must take those
steps necessary to ensure that it will not
be held liable for obligations of the
corporation.

(ii} Limitedpartnership~ A Federal
credit union may participate only as a
limited partner in ¯ credit union service
organization structured as a limited
partnership. As a limited partner, the
Federal credit union must not engage in
those activities {e.g., control,
management, decisionmakin8), which,
under state law. would cause the credit
union to lose its status as limited
partner, and correspondingly its limited
liability, and be treated as a general
partner.

(3} Le~cd opinion. A Federal credit
union making an investment in or loan
to a credit union service organization
must obtain written legal advice as to
whether the credit union service
organization is established in a manner
that will limit the credit union’s
potential exposure to no more than the
loss of funds invested in or lent to the
credit union service organization.

(4) Customer bose. A Federal credit
union may invest In or loan to a credit
union service organization only if the
organization primarily serves credit
unions and/or the membership of
affiliated credit unions (as defined in
paragraph [c}ll) of this section).

(5) Permissible services and
activities. A Federal credit union may
invest in end/or loan to those credit
union service organizations that provide
only one or more of the following
services and activities:
[i) Operational services. Credit card

and debit card sewlces: check cashing
and wire transfers: tntornal audits for
credit unions: ATM services; EFT
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services: a’ccounting services: data
processing: shared credit union branch
(service center} operations; sale of
repossessed collateral: management,
development, sale or lease of fixed
assets: sale. lease or servicing of

. computer hardware or software:
management and personnel training and
support; payment item processin~
locator services; marketing services:
research services; record retenUon and
storage: microfilm end microfiche
services: alarm-monitoring end other
security services; debt collection
services; credit analysis: consumer
mortgage loan origination; loan
processing, servicing and sales: coin and
currency services: provision of forms
and supplies.

(ill Financial services. Financial
planning and courmelin$ retirement
counseling: investment counseling,
securities brokerage services: estate
planning: income tax preparation: actir~
as administrator for prepaid legal
service plans: developing and
administering IR~ Keogh, deferred

¯ compensation, and other personnel
¯ benefit plans: trust services: acting as
trustee, guardian, conservator, estate
administrator, or in any other fiduciary
capacity; real estate brokerage services:
travel agency services: agent for sale of
insurance: personal property leasing;
and provision of vehicle warranty
programs.

(iii) NCUA approval of other services.
Any service or activity which is not
authorized in paragraph (d)(5}(i) or (ii) of
this section must receive NCUA Board
approval before a Federal credit union
may invest in and/or loan to the credit
union service organization that offers
the service or activity. Any request for
NCUA Board approval of.a new service
or activity should include a full
explanation and complete
documentation of the service or activity
and how that service or activity is
associated with routine credit union
operations. The request should be
submitted to the appropriate NCUA
Regional Office. The request will be
treated as a petition to amend paragraph
{d)(5){i) or (ii} of this section and NCUA
will request public comment or
otherwise act on the petition within 60
days after receipt.

(6} Conflict of interest. Individuals
who serve as officials of, or are
employed by, an affiliated Federal credit
union (as defined in (c)(1}), and
immediate family members of such
individuals, may not receive any salary,
commission, investment income, or
other income or compensation from a
credit union service organization either
directly or indirectly, or from any person
being served through the credit union

service organization. This provision
does not prohibit an official or employee
of a Federal credit union from assisting
in the operation of ¯ credit union service
organization, provided the individual is
not compensated by the credit union
service organization. Further, the credit
union service organization may
reimburse the Federal credit union for
the services provided by the individual.

(7} AccountinR Procedures: Access to
information..--(i} Federal credit union
accounting. A Federal credit union must
follow generally accepted accounting
principles ((;PAP) In its involvement
with credit union service organizations.

(li) Credit u~ion service o~anization
Accounta’n~: audit~ and financial
statement#: NCUA access to bool~ and
Records. An affiliated Federal credit
union must obtain written 88raements
from a credit union service organization.
prior to lnvestin~ in or lunding_to the
organization, that the org.anization wile

(A) Follow GAAP,
{B} Render finandal statemehte

{balance sheet and income statement} at. .
least quarterly andobtain a Certified
Public Accountant audit annually and
provide copies of such to the affiliated
Federal credit union, end

(C} Provide the NCUA Board. or its
representatives, with complete access to
any books and records of the credit
union service organization, as deemed
necessary by the Board in carrying out
its responsibilities under the Federal
Credit Union Act.

(8) Preexisting c~edit union service
o~anizations. (i) Any Federal credit
union investments in existence prior to
the effective date of this regulation, May
27. 1988, must conform with this
regulation not later than May 27. 1987,
unless the NCUA Board 8rants its prior
approval to continue such investment
~or a stated period.

(ii} Any Federal credit union loans in
existence prior to the effective date of
this ragulaUon must conform with this
regulation not later than May 27, 1987,
unless:

(A) The NCUA Board grants its prior
approval to continue the loan for a
stated period, or

(B] Under the terms of Its loan
agreement th& Federal credit union
cannot require accelerated repayment
without breeching the agreement.

(e] Other lows. A credit union service
organization must comply with
applicable Federal, state and local laws.
[FR Dec. 88-6478 Flied 3-25.-~: 8:45 amJ
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